lished for the coastal and flank areas (Treves, 1962,
1965 5 1967 5 1968 5 1969 ) 1970, 1971). That sequence is
olivine basalt, basalt, and trachyte, which is referred
to as the older sequence, and a later sequence consisting of olivine basalt and basalt, which is referred
to as the younger sequence.
In the Ross Island area basalts are the most
common type of rock, and trachytes are the second
most common type. This feature is quite characteristic
of oceanic islands and has been discussed in detail by
Chayes (1963). Rarer rock types, such as limburgites,
mugearites (?),and even rarer types, do occur but are
not abundant. If the rarer types are excluded, the remaining trachytes, basalts, and pyroclastic rocks may
be divided into seven types that are easily recognized
and mapped. These types are the olivine-pyroxene
basalt, plagioclase basalt, hornblende basalt, pyroxene
trachyte, hornblende trachyte, anorthoclase trachyte,
and the pyroclastic rocks. The pyroclastic rocks are
mostly trachytic tuffs and volcanic breccias.
Incomplete chemical data from many sources indicate that the rocks are all undersaturated, although
nepheline has not been positively identified in any of
the thin sections. Smith's classic paper (1954) on the
specimens collected in 1910-1913 by members of the
British Antarctic Expedition clearly established the
nature of the assemblage, and my results and those of
others confirm this early view. It seems clear that we
are dealing with a typical alkaline-olivine basalt association that is typically and widely developed in ocean
basins and on continents. This suite of rocks, however,
stands in marked contrast to the tholeiitic Ferrar Dolerites and perhaps the Ferrar Volcanics of southern
Victoria Land. The relationship of the Ross Island
volcanic rocks to the many small vents of southern
Victoria Land, such as the Brando vent of the Radian
Glacier area and the vents of Taylor Valley, is not
clear. Some of the petrographic and chemical data
suggest that some of them are related to the Ross Island suite.
As a result of the work done in this and subjacent
areas by the writer and others it is now possible to
suggest that the Ross Island volcanic province is part
of a larger province that stretches from the McMurdo
Sound area north along the coast of southern Victoria
Land through Cape Adare to the Balleny Islands.
Future work in the Ross Island area will be concerned with the micromineralogy of the rocks and
their relationship to other nearby volcanic centers and
to the other centers of the Ross Island province.
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Ida Granite: a new formation
of the Granite Harbour Intrusives,
Beardmore Glacier region
JOHN GUNNER

Institute of Polar Studies
and
Department of Geology
The Ohio State University
The name Ida Granite is given to intrusions of
aplitic quartz monzonite and granite (Williams et al.,
1954) and associated aplite and tourmaline-bearing
pegmatite dikes typically exposed at Mount Ida and
Granite Pillars on the west side of the lower Beardmore Glacier (see fig.; Lindsay et al., in press).
The main intrusion of Ida Granite in this area has
the form of a stock with steep marginal contacts and a
roof apparently exposed at Granite Pillars. The rock is
typically light gray, fine- to medium-grained, and nonporphyritic. Patches of pegmatitic tourmaline-bearing
material about 5 cm across occur in places, notably at
Granite Pillars, and scattered euhedral grayish-blue
phenocrysts of plagioclase are present in some localities.
In thin section the Ida Granite typically has an
aplitic or granitoid fabric consisting of microcline,
quartz, and plagioclase with accessory biotite and/or
muscovite and trace amounts of epidote, magnetite,
sphene, and zircon.
The Ida Granite contrasts strongly in texture, mineralogy (table 1), and chemistry (table 2) with the
Hope Granite (Gunn and Walcott, 1962) that surrounds it. The Hope Granite is typically coarser
grained, contains more abundant phenocrysts and xenoliths, and is richer in calcium, magnesium, and total
iron and poorer in silica (table 2) than the Ida Granite.
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Contacts of the Ida and Hope Granites are exposed
at Granite Pillars and on the north ridge of Mount
Ida. At Granite Pillars the contacts are inaccessible
but appear to be sharp. Here the Hope Granite is exposed along the top and at the south end of the cliffs,
in both of which places it is intruded by a swarm of
intersecting pegmatite and aplite dikes, figured by

Shackleton (1909, p. 354). The Ida Granite at Granite Pillars is devoid of dikes, although the dikes in the
Hope Granite extend up to the snow-filled gully that
forms the southern boundary of the Ida Granite.
Nearly horizontal dikes are also present along the cliff
top in what appears from a distance to be Hope Granite. These observations suggest either that the Ida and
Hope Granites are in fault contact or that the Ida
Granite was emplaced after the Hope Granite. In
both cases, the Ida Granite is either contemporaneous
with or younger than the dikes.
On the north ridge of Mount Ida the Hope-Ida
Granite contact is diffuse, with several compositionally
intermediate phases separating the two units. This
may indicate that the Hope Granite had not totally
solidified when the Ida Granite intruded it. No contacts between the main intrusion of Ida Granite and
the folded metasediments of the Coldie Formation are

Table I. Primary mineralogy of the Ida and Hope Granites;
modal analyses (1,000 points counted); in percent.
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known. However, pegmatite dikes, possibly assignable
to Ida Granite, intrude rocks of the Goldie Formation
in the vicinity of Granite Harbour Intrusive plutons
cast of the Beardmore Glacier (Oliver, in press).
The petrographic and chemical similarities between
the aplite dikes and the Ida Granite and between the
tourmaline pegmatite dikes and the tourmaline-bearing patches within the Ida Granite suggest that the
Ida Granite and at least some of the dikes are contemporaneous and were derived from the same magma.
The aplite and pegmatite dikes are therefore provisionally included as Ida Granite.
The Ida Granite has been dated at 463 ± 7 million
years (my.) by the whole-rock rubidium-strontium isochron method (Gunner, 1971). The two dated samples (576 and 719; see fig.) fit the same straight-line
isochron as nine samples of Hope Granite. The ages of
the Hope and Ida Granites are therefore not distinguishable by the whole-rock Rb-Sr isochron method.
The Ida Granite and its associated aplite and pegmatite dikes are here interpreted as late-stage differentiates of the magma from which the bulk of the
Hope Granite crystallized. The contrasts in chemistry
and mineralogy of the two rock types and the close
similarity of their initial Sr87 /Sr86 ratios support this
conclusion.
The 463-m.y. date on the Ida and Hope Granites
agrees well with other dates reported on rocks of the
Granite Harbour Intrusives from the central Transantarctic Mountains (McDougall and Grindley, 1965;
Faure et al., 1968). The petrographic and geochronologic similarity of the Ida Granite and the aplitic
quartz monzonite described by Murtaugh (1969)
from the Wisconsin Range and dated at 479 ± 10
m.y. (Faure et al., 1968), suggests that the two rock
units may be genetically similar.
This work was performed under National Science
Foundation grant GA-12315 to The Ohio State University Research Foundation and -the Institute of
Polar Studies. Field work was carried out in the
1969-1970 season.
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Interpretation of geophysical data
in the Pensacola Mountains,
Antarctica'
JOHN C. BEHRENDT

U.S. Geological Survey
Denver, Colorado

During the 1965-1966 austral summer, the U.S.
Geological Survey made aeromagnetic, gravity, and
seismic-reflection ice-thickness measurements in the
Pensacola Mountains area. Preliminary reports on the
geologic and glaciologic interpretations of the geophysical data were published. Inasmuch as compilation of 1:250,000-scale topographic maps has now
been completed, additional interpretation is being
made in coordination with the compilation of geologic
maps by D. L. Schmidt and A. B. Ford, U.S. Geological Survey. Aeromagnetic and Bouguer-anomaly maps
of 1:250,000-scale quadrangles corresponding to the
geologic maps are now completed.
Computer modeling and other analyses of magneti
data over the Dufek mafic intrusion in the Dufe
Massif and Forrestal Range area have shown that the
intrusive body extends over an area at least as great as
24,000 sq km. Bouguer gravity anomalies suggest a
additional 10,000 sq km outside the area of the mag netic survey. Where the associated gravity and ma g-netic anomalies extend beneath the ice sheet beyond
the north and east edges of the surveyed area, the
Dufek intrusion appears to be at least half the size of
the Bushveld complex of South Africa. Gravity an
magnetic data suggest a total section 6 to 7 km thick.
Magnetic anomalies of 100- to 200-gamma amplitude
over the relatively nonmagnetic rocks of the southeri
Dufek Massif suggest the presence of magnetic rocks
(an ultramafic layer?) in the unexposed basal section
' Publication authorized by the Director, U.S. Geological
Survey.
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